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ABSTRACT

This article assesses tonal oral reading errors in the 1982 orthography of Eastern Dan, a South Mande language of Côte d’Ivoire. Fifty-seven adult participants orally read four narrative texts presented with and without tone marks. Subsequent linguistic analysis of tonal errors identified six possible causes: dialect diversity, homophony, tonal minimal pairs, alternating visually similar words, under-representation of longer words, and misspelled words. Extending the analysis to errors on individual tones reveals that the orthographic strategies for marking mid, low, extra-low and contour tones do not attract more tonal errors than any other tone. The paper concludes by acknowledging that many tonal errors are apparently not linguistically motivated at all and are probably due to lack of regular reading practice given the current stagnation in the literacy program.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This article investigates the possible sources of tonal errors when orally reading Eastern Dan, a South Mande Niger-Congo language of Côte d’Ivoire. Eastern Dan’s unusually rich tonal inventory – it has five level tones and six contours (Flik 1977, Vydrine and Kessègbeu 2008, 10-11) – and word structures largely restricted to one metric foot (Vydrine 2010b) combine to make tone having an exceptionally heavy functional load. The first orthography developers opted for a novel solution that is quite distinct from the classic African strategy of superscript diacritics: using word initial and word final punctuation marks that could easily be reproduced on the manual typewriters of the time. This tone orthography was first developed in 1974, and survived a State imposed reform in 1982. It was also adopted by several Mande, Kru and Kwa languages in Côte d’Ivoire, not to mention being validated by the Ivoirian government (ILA 1979, 18-21).

Three studies have recently assessed the 1982 Eastern Dan orthography and have contributed to discussions among orthography stakeholders about possible reform. In the first, Roberts (submitted) recorded fifty-seven mostly non-fluent adults reading four previously unseen narrative texts with and without tone marks. They measured speed, accuracy, and comprehension, and controlled for various linguistic and demographic variables. Statistical analysis revealed that punctuation marks indicating tone do not contribute to gains in reading speed; neither do they greatly facilitate comprehension. Granted, they do slightly reduce the number of tonal errors, but their average number is much higher in Eastern Dan than in the nine other Niger-Congo languages tested, irrespective of whether tone is marked. As for writing, the average success rate in adding accents to zero tone texts was just over 60%, and only two participants scored over 90%.

In the second study Roberts et al. (forthcoming) propose a standardized methodology for quantifying the level of written ambiguity if tone is not marked in an orthography. The results show that the functional load of tone is far heavier in Eastern Dan than it is with the two other languages with which it is compared: Mbelime, a Gur language of Benin, and Elip, a Bantu A language of Cameroon.

In a third study, Roberts, Vydrin, and Basnight-Brown (forthcoming) tested a radical proposal for orthography reform that advocates, among other things, superscript diacritics instead of punctuation for marking tone. Sixty-eight participants with no previous exposure to written Eastern Dan were taught various combinations of tones and segments in parallel groups and their acquired skills were tested in dictation and oral reading tasks. The results of writing, reading speed (list and text), and reading errors (list) suggest that, in spite of the results of the first experiment, marking tone with punctuation is slightly more effective than marking superscript diacritics, and that the lack of biunique segmental correspondence is more of a challenge to...
readers than marking tone. Nevertheless, orthography stakeholders have recently taken the decision to adopt the entire reform (Vydrin, Zeh, and Gué 2019, Zeh 2018).

The present article complements these three studies with a fourth, more intensively linguistic analysis of the words and phrases that attracted a concentration of tonal errors in the oral reading task of the first study on the 1982 orthography, in an attempt to establish the possible causes. The methodology is exploratory, and as such can only make hypothetical predictions about the causes of tonal dysfluencies, but is nevertheless profitable as it seeks to establish potential links between literacy behaviour and linguistic structure.

The article is structured as follows. Section 2 surveys the existing literature on Eastern Dan linguistics and assessment of oral reading errors. Section 3 describes the Eastern Dan ethno-literacy context and the profile of the orthography. Section 4 introduces the methodology, Section 5 lists possible sources of tonal error peaks, and Section 6 investigates errors on individual tones. Section 7 discusses the results and makes some concluding remarks.

Orthographic data appears between <chevrons>, phonemic data between /forward slashes/, and phonetic data between [square brackets]. In phonemic and phonetic transcriptions, the palatal approximant [j] is transcribed [y] following the Africanist tradition and nasal vowels are marked with a subscript tilde [◌̰]. Tone marking conventions are presented in Section 3.2.3.

2. PREVIOUS RESEARCH

Early linguistic research on Eastern Dan includes a phonology sketch (Bearth and Zemp 1967), and studies of dialect mutual intelligibility (Bolli, Flik, and Bendor-Samuel 1972), prosody (Bolli 1976), tone (Flik 1977), tense-aspect and discourse (Flik 1978). More recently, Valentin Vydrin has published analyses of adjectives (2007), nominal declination (2011), tonal inflection (2016), quantifiers (2017), an overview of the language (Vydrine 2017) and a bilingual dictionary that includes an extensive grammatical sketch (Vydrine and Kességbeu 2008). References to Eastern Dan are also found throughout the same author’s wider work on the Mande family (2006, 2009a, b, c, 2010a, b, 2002).

As for the history of oral reading error assessment, according to Johnston (1985) it can be traced back to the 19th century, but it was Kenneth Goodman (1969, 1965) who was the first to vigorously promote detailed analysis of oral reading errors as a diagnostic tool to assess children’s learning difficulties. It has since become a widely accepted educational technique in the English-speaking world (Brown, Goodman, and Marek 1996, Wilde 2000). More recently, research on oral reading errors has diversified to non-Western languages such as Chinese (Wu and Anderson 2007), Thai (Winskel and Iemwanthong 2010), Setswana (Lekgoko and Winskel 2008), Kiswahili, Dholuo and Gikuyu (Piper, Schroeder, and Trudell 2016).

Narrowing the focus to research that specifically investigates tone languages, all the early African experiments included some measure of accuracy, notably in Efik (Essien 1977), Bafut, Limbum (Mfonyam 1989), Kom (Bernard, Mbeh, and Handwerker 2002) and Dschang (Bird 1999b). However, none of these studies follow Bird’s (1999a, 28) recommendation that

---

4 It should be noted that the time constraints of the training intervention led us to work with test materials containing only short words, whereas one of the advantages of the proposed orthography is that it permits biunique representation of tone on long words. See (Roberts, Vydrin, and Basnight-Brown (submitted) for more details.

5 Goodman coined the term “miscue analysis” for this purpose, but since this term is so closely associated with the “whole language” theory of reading, we avoid it in favour of the more neutral “error analysis”.

---
“[..w]e should undertake meticulous error analysis to see which words and constructions cause problems in practice” as a way of assessing whether, how and how much tone to mark in the orthography. This approach is exemplified in an analysis of the conditional clause in Kabiye, a Gur language of Togo (Roberts 2010) and it is this latter approach that we adopt in the analysis of Eastern Dan tonal reading errors presented in this paper.

3. EASTERN DAN

3.1 ETHNO-LITERACY CONTEXT

A word is in order concerning the Eastern Dan ethno-literacy context. In the 1970s, those involved in the process of orthography development remarked that the Dan people manifested “an intense, sustained, desire […] for reading their language” (Bolli 1980, 7) and that early literacy initiatives enjoyed “spectacular” results (Thomas 1978, 1), with teachers trained in their hundreds (Bolli 1983, 5), and students, many of them in their twenties, in their thousands (Lauber 1983). However, this is far from the case now. Literacy activities went into spiral decline during and following the two civil wars in 2002-2011 and the few literacy initiatives currently on offer tend to attract older people. Table 1 shows that, in the broader ten language study, the Eastern Dan participants, although they had been literate in their L1 for four years longer than average, actually self-assessed as reading and writing considerably less frequently than did those in other languages.6

Table 1: Mean L1 Experience, Reading Frequency and Writing Frequency in Eastern Dan and in ten languages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>L1 EXPERIENCE (years)</th>
<th>READING FREQUENCY (Days p/year)</th>
<th>WRITING FREQUENCY (Days p/year)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E Dan</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ten languages</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>339</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 ORTHOGRAPHY

The following sections describe the linguistic profile of the 1982 orthography that was in use until the 2018 orthography reform, and on which this study is based.

3.2.1 Consonants

Table 2 presents the consonant phoneme inventory. Where the corresponding graphemes differ from their IPA equivalents, they are indicated in chevrons.

6 We also observe that experiment participants in all the languages tended to be over-generous in their self-assessment of how often they use their literacy skills.
Table 2: Consonantal grapheme-phoneme correspondences in the 1982 Eastern Dan orthography (Vydrine and Kességbeu 2008, 9-10, SIL 1982, 4)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Labial</th>
<th>Dental</th>
<th>Palatal</th>
<th>Velar</th>
<th>Labio-velar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Voiceless stops</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>t</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>kp, kw</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiced stops</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>d</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>gb, gw</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiceless fricatives</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>s</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voiced fricatives</td>
<td>v</td>
<td>z</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implosives</td>
<td>ɓ &lt;bh, m&gt;</td>
<td>d &lt;dh, n&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuants</td>
<td>l &lt;l, r&gt;</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>w</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The existing orthography contains three cases of consonant over-representation: the phoneme /l/ is pronounced [ɾ] and spelled <r> following a coronal consonant; the phoneme /ɓ/ is pronounced [m] and spelled <m> preceding a nasal vowel; and the phoneme /ɗ/ is pronounced [n] and spelled <n> preceding a nasal vowel.

3.2.2 Vowels

Table 3 presents the vowel phoneme inventory. Where the corresponding graphemes differ from their IPA equivalents, they are indicated in chevrons.

Table 3: Vocalic grapheme-phoneme correspondences in the 1982 Eastern Dan orthography (Vydrine and Kességbeu 2008, 7-9, SIL 1982, 8)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Oral</th>
<th>Nasal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Front</td>
<td>Back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unrounded</td>
<td>Rounded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i &lt;ĩ&gt;</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e &lt;ɛ, i&gt;</td>
<td>æ &lt;œ, i&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>æ &lt;œ&gt;</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>æ &lt;œ&gt;</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>æ &lt;œ&gt;</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The existing orthography contains three cases of vowel over-representation, at least in the standard Gweetaa dialect: in a xH tone foot, the phoneme /e/ is pronounced [ɪ], the phoneme /o/ is pronounced [ʊ], and the phoneme /ɤ/ is pronounced [ұ]. The velar nasal /ŋ/ is best interpreted as a vowel with a restricted distribution.

3.2.3 Tones

Table 4 presents the tone phonemes with their grapheme correspondences. Level tones are marked with punctuation preceding the word. Contour tones are marked with the first tone mark word initially and the second tone mark word finally (Bolli ms 1989, 1978, SIL 1982, 12-13). Tone is under-represented in words longer than one foot. No automatic downstep is attested, and scarcely any tonal processes occur.

Table 4: Inventory of tones and their graphic equivalents in the 1982 Eastern Dan orthography

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>IPA</th>
<th>1982 orthography</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Level tones</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xH</td>
<td>/ɪ/</td>
<td>&lt;&quot;◌&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>/ɜ/</td>
<td>&lt;&quot;o&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>/ə/</td>
<td>&lt;o&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>/ʌ/</td>
<td>&lt;ʊ&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xL</td>
<td>/ʌ/</td>
<td>&lt;ʊ&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Falling tones</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xH-xL</td>
<td>/ɪ/</td>
<td>&lt;&quot;◌◌&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H-xL</td>
<td>/ɜ/</td>
<td>&lt;&quot;◌◌&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-xL</td>
<td>/ə/</td>
<td>&lt;◌◌&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-xL</td>
<td>/ʌ/</td>
<td>&lt;◌◌&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rising tones</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-H</td>
<td>/ɪ/</td>
<td>&lt;ʊ&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-xH</td>
<td>/ɪ/</td>
<td>&lt;ʊ&quot;&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7 We consider these vocalic alternations to be postlexical because (i) they can be described without any reference to the morphology, (ii) they occur systematically wherever the condition of a xH tone foot is met, and (iii) L1 speakers are largely unaware of them. This being the case, according to Snider’s (2018, 2014) Lexical Orthography Hypothesis, they should not be represented in writing. However, recent fieldwork has revealed that, in some other dialects, including that of Man (the principle population centre), these vowels are contrastive, occurring in feet that do not bear an xH tone. Substantiating this claim with data would make an interesting topic for future research.

8 Following Vydrine and Kességbeu (2008, 7), we use this symbol to indicate a near-close near-back unrounded vowel.

9 Alternatively, it can be interpreted as a syllabic nasal, occupying an intermediate position between a vowel and a consonant. It cannot be interpreted as a consonant because /ŋV/ is unattested, no consonants bear tone, and no other nasal consonants are attested with which it might form a series. In Table 3, the phoneme /ŋ/ is positioned between the oral and the nasal series because, although it is nasal, it does not participate in nasal harmony. Oral and nasal vowels never co-occur within a foot but both are compatible with /ŋ/, e.g. /ɗāŋ̏/ <dhaŋ-> ‘heaven’, /ɗṵŋ̋/ <"nung> ‘hammock’.

10 H-xL contours are also attested on monosyllabic words, e.g. /dɯ̂/ <’dü-> ‘spear’. (Since HL contours are not attested on monosyllabic words, the circumflex is employed to transcribe H-xL in phonemic transcriptions).

11 A M-xL contour is also attested on at least one monosyllabic word: /dį/ <din-> ‘hunger’.
The somewhat counter-intuitive symbolization of L with a double stroke \(<ₒ₉\>) and xL with a single stroke \(<ₓₒ₉\>) is due to the fact that the Eastern Dan orthography is an adaptation of the four-tone Western Dan orthography. The extra symbol was introduced with no consideration for its iconic value or the lack of visual symmetry with the H and xH tones, and is contrary to the Ivoirian government’s guidelines (ILA 1979, 20).

Figure 1 shows a text written in the 1982 Eastern Dan orthography to show the visual effect of full tone marking.\(^{12}\)

**Figure 1: Eastern Dan written with full tone marking (1982 orthography)**

\[-\text{Yo} \cdot \text{kë yi do } \text{’ka -gbeng waa- ’gben- -wo -kë ‘taangdédhe ’gù, ’wo } \text{’niëë wo ’ko ’più. ’Yo- -nu -wo -yō -kë do kō -wo “kpaɔ ’sù kō -wo ’dho see” } \text{kwaan-}. \text{’Dhe ’wo -wo, ’yō -gbeng }\text{’ya- pō ’gben- -dhe : “Ma }\text{’në ’a ’dëde, }\text{’ya ’go mü ma }\text{’në ’o }\text{yan ’gù ’ō -kan, }\text{’dhe ’ō ’dhiw ma }\text{’në ’a dho -da }\text{’dhiw -bha. Bhi zë -bhö ’to “siaa kō ’i see” -wlö kō ’i -a -da ’kpaɔ ’gù. ”}
\]

4. METHODOLOGY

Before the experiment, we translated the four narrative texts that Bird used in his Dschang experiment (1999b, 111-114) from English into Eastern Dan via French. The texts are of similar style and difficulty, and do not significantly overlap in lexical content. We verified that they were in harmony with Eastern Dan culture and considered naturalness to be a higher translation criterion than accuracy.

Once the written translation was completed, spelling – especially of tones – was checked and rechecked with an experienced literacy worker (though see Section 5.6 for a discussion of spelling mistakes). The texts were prepared in two versions: zero tone and full tone,\(^{13}\) plus an interlinearized word-by-word gloss version. Table 5 lists the size of each of the four texts and the total corpus size.

\(^{12}\) The text sample is borrowed from Bird (1999b, 112) and was translated into Eastern Dan for use in the oral reading task. The English translation is: ‘Once upon a time, a squirrel and a dog were friends and always went about together. One day, they decided to get a sack and take themselves off to a grove to steal oranges. They left the house, and on arrival at the grove the squirrel said to the dog: “Since I am small and supple, I will climb the tree. You stay down below to collect the fruit and put it in the sack”’.  

\(^{13}\) We employ the term ‘full tone marking’ (Mfonyam 1990, 24, Kutsch Lojenga 2008, 7, Bird 1999b, 94, 96) to describe the African tradition, which Eastern Dan adheres to, of marking one fewer tones than the number of phonemic tones in the language. This is in contrast to ‘exhaustive tone marking’ which we define as marking each and every tone, a strategy that is seldom employed in Africa but is not uncommon elsewhere.
Table 5: Corpus size

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Text Label</th>
<th>Number of words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Squirrel</td>
<td>235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exile</td>
<td>212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sorcery</td>
<td>231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panther</td>
<td>291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>969</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fifty-seven adult participants, representing seven Eastern Dan dialects, all orally read the same four narrative texts presented with and without tone marks. We prepared two ‘booklets’, each containing the four texts, half with Zero Tone marking (Z), and half with Full Tone marking (F). Both booklets contained the same texts, but differed in terms of which texts were marked for tone. They were presented to half the sample in the order Z1, Z2, F3, F4 and to the other half in the order Z3, Z4, F1, F2. Following the experiment, we prepared one Excel spreadsheet for each text. Each column contained one orthographic tone bearing unit of the text and each row contained the tonal error scores for one participant. We then calculated, for each orthographic tone bearing unit, average oral reading errors per participant, that is, the total raw score divided by the number of participants. Figure 2 illustrates this procedure with the first few words of the full tone version of the Panther text and the scores of five representative participants:

Figure 2: Example of a scoresheet for the phrase ‘Once upon a time there was a squirrel...’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1982 Orthography</th>
<th>&lt;ˈYɔ̀</th>
<th>-kë</th>
<th>yi</th>
<th>do</th>
<th>‘ka</th>
<th>gbe</th>
<th>ng &gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phonomic form</td>
<td>/yɛ̆</td>
<td>k₃</td>
<td>yi</td>
<td>dō</td>
<td>ká</td>
<td>gbē</td>
<td>j̩</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloss</td>
<td>CONS.3SG,CNJ</td>
<td>do/CNJ</td>
<td>day</td>
<td>one</td>
<td>with</td>
<td>squirrel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant 1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant 2</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant 4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participant 5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean tonal errors p/participant</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

14 The dialects represented in the sample were: Blouno (9 participants), Gama (3), Gouané (1), Gweetaa (23), Man (10), Tee (4), Yi (7).

15 Following Bird (1999a, 4, footnote 5), we define the term “orthographic tone bearing unit” as any letter which can potentially be marked with a tone diacritic.
We generated graphs from the final line of the numerical data, enabling us to superimpose – and therefore visually compare – the results of oral reading performance on zero tone and full tone versions of the texts. Small sections of these graphs will be reproduced in the analysis that follows. Tonal errors were defined as any individual dysfluencies that included an incorrect pronunciation of the tone on a given orthographic tone bearing unit. So if the reader inserted an incorrect segment, omitted a correct segment, substituted a correct segment with an incorrect one, or repeated an orthographic TBU, as long as the tone was pronounced correctly, such errors were not scored as tonal errors. In cases of self-correction, one mark was awarded for the error, but the second attempt was not counted as an error even though it was a repetition. Hesitations were not counted at all.\(^{16}\) The term “tonal error peak” will be used to refer to those sections of the texts that attracted high concentrations of tonal errors at the sample level, and which appear as summits on the following graphs.

Although the data itself is quantitative, the research methodology is essentially qualitative. Calculations are used, but only to draw the researcher towards the most fruitful lines of enquiry. The method crucially involves the researcher grappling with the language itself, and discussing nuanced shades of interpretation with a trained, literate L1 speaker. This process identifies six possible sources of tonal error peaks in oral reading: dialect diversity (Section 5.1), homophony (Section 5.2), tonal minimal pairs (Section 5.3), alternating visually similar words (Section 5.4), under-representation of longer words (Section 5.5), and misspelled words (Section 5.6), although many tonal error peaks are apparently not linguistically motivated at all (Section 5.7).

### 5. POSSIBLE SOURCES OF TONAL ERROR PEAKS

#### 5.1 DIALECT DIVERSITY

Arguably the most obvious source of error peaks when reading Eastern Dan is dialectal diversity. The orthography is based on the Gweetaa dialect, which is one of about twenty in the eastern zone.\(^{17}\) So it is unsurprising to find that tonal error peaks frequently align with words that have a limited dialectal distribution. We identify two scenarios. Firstly, five Gweetaa words in the texts have different equivalents in Man, which is the major population centre for Eastern Dan (Table 6). Note that what is considered to be “dialect variation” here is not merely a question of pronunciation; the pairs are not even lexical cognates.\(^{18}\)

---

\(^{16}\) In the main experiment (Roberts, submitted), we judged that timing reading speed would be more accurate than tracking hesitations. The latter are inherently difficult to assess without an instrumental study.

\(^{17}\) A separate orthography, based on the Blowo dialect but also representing about twenty others, has been developed for Western Dan. This orthography is beyond the scope of the present study.

\(^{18}\) See Section 5.6 for another case of dialect diversity.
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Table 6: Gweetaa words that attracted tonal error peaks and their Man equivalents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Text Label</th>
<th>Gweetaa\textsuperscript{19} (in texts)</th>
<th>Man\textsuperscript{20}</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SQUIRREL</td>
<td>/kpɒ̋ɒ̋/</td>
<td>&lt;ʺkpaɔ&gt;</td>
<td>/glɛ̰̄ɛ̰̋/</td>
<td>&lt;glɛɛnʺ&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXILE</td>
<td>/ɗi̋ʌ̋ŋ̋/</td>
<td>&lt;ʺdhiëng&gt;</td>
<td>/tȍsæ̋æ̏/</td>
<td>&lt;‑tosɛa&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PANTHER</td>
<td>/gwēē/</td>
<td>&lt;gwee&gt;</td>
<td>/lāā/</td>
<td>&lt;laa&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PANTHER</td>
<td>/ɓɔ̰̄ɔ̰̏/ [mɔ̰̄ɔ̰̏]</td>
<td>&lt;mɔɔ‑&gt;</td>
<td>/ɓlɛ̰̄ɛ̰̋/ [mlɛ̰̄ɛ̰̋]</td>
<td>&lt;mlɛɛʺ&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3 shows the tonal error peak on the first appearance of the word /kpɒ̋ɒ̋/ <ʺkpaɔ> bag in the SQUIRREL text. Tone marks do reduce the error rate, but only slightly. If a reader from Man is simply unfamiliar with the Gweetaa lexicon, the presence of tone marks on this word may facilitate accurate decoding, but the reader will have to consult the context to ascertain the meaning. In this graph and all those that follow, the X-axis contains the text extract split into syllables, while the Y-axis shows the average number of tonal errors per participant.

Figure 3: Tonal error rates on part of the extract ‘…they decided to take a bag and go and steal…’ in the zero tone and full tone versions of the SQUIRREL text

\textsuperscript{19} And some other northern dialects.
\textsuperscript{20} And some other southern dialects.
Secondly, although it was a Gweetaa speaker who edited the translations of the texts from French, he has lived in Man for many years, so words that are distinctive to that dialect slipped in. These also attracted high tonal error rates, presumably as readers from one dialect had difficulty identifying words from another. Again, the pairs are not lexical cognates (Table 7).

**Table 7: Man words that attracted tonal error peaks and their Gweetaa equivalents**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Text label</th>
<th>Man (in texts)</th>
<th>Gweetaa</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SQUIRREL</td>
<td>/sēʔ/ &lt;seeʺ&gt;</td>
<td>/ɗɤ̄ŋ̏/ &lt;dhöng‑&gt;</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>‘citrus fruit’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PANTHER</td>
<td>/dî³₃/ [nî³₃]</td>
<td>/zïö/ &lt;ziö&gt;</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>‘to walk’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4 shows the tonal error peak on the first appearance of the word /sēʔ/ <seeʺ> ‘citrus fruit’ in the SQUIRREL text. Tonal errors are relatively high irrespective of whether tone is marked although they do diminish on subsequent occurrences of the same word as readers benefit from the effect of repetition.

**Figure 4: Tonal error rates on the phrase ‘in order to go and steal citrus fruits’ in the zero tone and full tone versions of the SQUIRREL text**

---

21 This word also occurs in the SQUIRREL text, but without attracting a tonal error peak irrespective of whether tone is marked.
5.2 HOMOPHONY

Eastern Dan has mostly one-foot words, which may be monosyllabic (V, CV), disyllabic (CVV, CVŋ), or trisyllabic (CVVV, CVVŋ) (Vydrin 2017). This generates a remarkably high degree of homophony, as illustrated by this typical example from the Squirrel text (1).

```
1 /yɤ̏/ ɗṵ̏ wȍ yɤ̏ kʌ̏/  
[ /yɤ̏/ nṵ̏ wȍ yɤ̏ kʌ̏]  
<ʹYö‑  ‑nu ‑wo ‑yö  ‑kë>  
CONS-3SG  PL  voice 3SG.EXI  do\NTR  
‘And they decided…’
```

The only orthographic word in this phrase with a unique meaning is <‑kë> /kʌ̏/: it is the verb ‘do’ in its neutral aspect form. All the others are homographic homophones, each with at least two meanings. The meaning that occurs in the text is highlighted in bold (2).

```
2 /yɤ̏/²² <ʹyö>  
consecutive conjunction  
3sg pronominal predicative marker (conjunctive)  

/dũ/ [nũ]  <‑nu>  
plural marker  
presumptive marker  
‘give’ (neutral aspect)  
‘come’ (neutral aspect)  

/wȡ/  <‑wo>  
‘voice’  
‘appear’ (lexical tone, neutral aspect, conjoint form)  
3pl pronominal predicative marker (existential)  
3pl pronominal predicative marker (subjunctive)  
dummy verb ‘to do’ (neutral aspect)  

/yɤ̏/  <‑yö>  
3sg pronominal predicative marker (existential)  
3sg pronominal predicative marker (subjunctive)  
‘see’ (neutral aspect)  
```

In principle, the single occurrence of a homophone in a text should not attract tonal error peaks, because the two pronunciations are identical and tone marking does not contribute to keeping the meanings apart. Furthermore, the syntactic context will often provide the necessary clue for establishing the meaning (e.g. the plural marker will never occupy the same syntactic slot as the verb ‘give’ in the neutral aspect). But when so many homophones converge in one short phrase, this may well have a destabilising effect for non-fluent readers, and one way in which this may manifest itself is an increase in tonal errors. Whatever the case, it is most unlikely that homophony is uniquely responsible for tonal dysfluencies in cases such as example 1, because it only represents half the story: all of the words in the phrase are also tonal minimal pairs, so the two types of written ambiguity are best treated together.

²² The extra-low tone symbolised in the text by a word final hyphen is a trace of the elided 3rd person singular non-subjective pronoun <-a> [ã].
5.3 TONAL MINIMAL PAIRS

Example 3 lists the tonal minimal pairs and triplets found in the same short phrase (example 1). Again, the meaning that occurs in the text is highlighted in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/yɛ/</th>
<th>&lt;ʹyö&gt;</th>
<th>consecutive conjunction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/yɛ/</td>
<td>&lt;yö&gt;</td>
<td>'this, here'\textsuperscript{23}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/yɛ/</td>
<td>&lt;ˈyö&gt;</td>
<td>3sg pronoun (autonomous)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/yɛ/</td>
<td>&lt;ˈyö&gt;</td>
<td>'see' (lexical and conjoint forms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ɗũ/ [nũ]</td>
<td>&lt;‑nu&gt;</td>
<td>plural marker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ɗũ/ [nũ]</td>
<td>&lt;nu&gt;</td>
<td>'give' (lexical and conjoint forms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ɗũ/ [nũ]</td>
<td>&lt;ˈnu&gt;</td>
<td>'already'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/wō/</td>
<td>&lt;‑wo&gt;</td>
<td>‘voice’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/wō/</td>
<td>&lt;wo&gt;</td>
<td>3pl pronoun (autonomous)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/wō/</td>
<td>&lt;wo&gt;</td>
<td>3pl logophoric pronominal predicative marker (existential)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/wō/</td>
<td>&lt;ˈwo&gt;</td>
<td>3pl reflexive pronoun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/wō/</td>
<td>&lt;ˈwo&gt;</td>
<td>‘to do’ (lexical and conjoint forms of the dummy verb)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/kɔ/</td>
<td>&lt;‑kë&gt;</td>
<td>‘do’ (neutral aspect)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/kɔ/</td>
<td>&lt;kë&gt;</td>
<td>‘do’ (lexical and conjoint forms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/kɔ/</td>
<td>&lt;kë&gt;</td>
<td>retrospective marker</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Again, not all of these meanings will be possible, because each meaning can only occupy a certain syntactic slot. Nevertheless, the high concentration of lexical and grammatical tonal minimal pairs in one short phrase may be destabilizing for readers, most of whom are non-fluent and are still sounding out words one by one. A comparison of error scores on zero tone and full tone texts shows that tone marking clearly helps them navigate the pronunciation of this phrase (Figure 5).

\textsuperscript{23} It is debatable whether this is a case of polysemy or homophony.
Figure 5: Tonal error rates on part of the extract ‘... and they decided’ in the zero tone and full tone versions of the SQUIRREL text

5.4 ALTERNATING VISUALLY SIMILAR WORDS

The SQUIRREL text contains two characters, <-gbeng>/gbȅŋ/ ‘squirrel’ and <-gbɛn->/gbɛ̰̂/ ‘dog’. These two keywords alternate throughout the text, with six references to the former and eight to the latter. They are both animals, so they are interchangeable in many contexts. Visually, they are also similar, since they both contain the letters <g, b, n>, and a hyphen signalling xL tone. The two vowels share the same shape – neither having ascenders or descenders and both having an open right edge (cf. Bouma 1971) – and are close to each other in pronunciation. Furthermore, <-gbeng>/gbȅŋ/ ‘squirrel’ is a homophone with <-gbeng>/gbēŋ/ ‘ramification’ and a tonal minimal pair with <-gbɛṅ>/gbɛ̰̂/ ‘night’. It is likely, then, that this constant alternation of semantically and visually similar forms throughout the story is what attracts tonal error peaks on these words, as readers try to separate the visual forms and their associated meanings in their minds.24 The ordinal numbers in the horizontal axis of Figure 6 (and in the following graphs) refer to the consecutive occurrences of the word in the text.

24 A reviewer has commented that if our prediction is correct, we would expect the tonal errors to consist of systematic confusion between these two words. However, another reviewer has noted that any added processing load may cause tonal errors, even if they do not specifically confuse the source words of that extra load. Here, as elsewhere, we did not undertake such detailed investigation of tonal error types.
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**Figure 6**: Tonal error rates on the visually similar keywords <-gbeng> /gbèŋ/ ‘squirrel’ and <ʹgbɛn-> /gbɛ̰̂/ ‘dog’ in the zero tone and full tone versions of the SQUIRREL text

Tonal error rates on both words are consistently higher on the zero tone texts, with the exception of the final reference to ‘dog’. Trend lines show that error rates on both versions of the texts show a modest decline as readers become more familiar with the two words, irrespective of whether tone is marked.

### 5.5 UNDER-REPRESENTATION OF LONGER WORDS

The orthographic strategy of word-initial and -final punctuation lends itself to one-foot words, which, as we have noted, are by far the most frequent word type in Eastern Dan. But it under-represents tone on longer words because it has no means of marking punctuation on non-initial syllables in two-feet words and on any non-initial syllable in a word which contains more than one metric foot, such as the first xL tone in /ɗɛ̰́ɛ̰̏bʌ̏/ <ʹnɛɛbë> ‘children’ and the H tone in /ɗēgbíɤ̏ɤ̏/ <dhegbiöö> ‘pregnant woman’. This means that “absence of a tone mark” has two meanings: either “M tone” or “non-initial syllable”.

The word /ɗēbã/ <dhebè> ‘woman’, which appears five times in the SORCERY text, is a case in point. In fact, it is unclear why Eastern Dan orthography decision makers chose not to mark the second foot of a two-foot word with word final punctuation, since it is certainly possible to
do so (<dhebë->); for whatever reason, this is not the case. One might expect this common word to be easily recognizable, and admittedly none of the tonal error peaks is excessively high. Yet, curiously, the full tone texts attract consistently more errors than the zero tone texts (Figure 7).

**Figure 7:** Tonal error rates on the five occurrences of the word /ɗēbʌ̏/ <dhebë> ‘woman’ in the zero tone and full tone versions of the **Sorcery** text

It is certainly possible that the two-foot structure of this word, and consequent under-representation of tone, contributes to tonal error peaks in the full tone version of the text on these examples.

### 5.6 MISSPELLED WORDS

The **Panther** text contains seven occurrences of the word /wɔɔ/ <.SplitContainer> ‘monkey’. In the full tone version of the text, this word was misspelled as *<-wɔɔ> six times, demonstrating how easy it is, in even the most thoroughly prepared Eastern Dan texts, to inadvertently confuse the symbolization for L and xL because of its asymmetry with the symbolization for H and xH (see Section 3.2.3). The same word was also misspelled once as *<wɔɔ>. As for the zero tone version of the text, of course, the spelling mistake was absent because it concerned a tone diacritic.

In order to investigate performance on this word, it will be helpful to clarify the relationship between spelling mistakes and oral reading fluency. The meaningful interpretation of a misspelled word is an important fluency sub-skill, so assessment should not reward a reader who faithfully reproduces the spelling mistake in speech even though it is void of meaning. This principle was
underlined when training the scorers. A participant who pronounced the tone correctly as L (i.e. meaningfully, in spite of the spelling mistake) scored 0 errors; a participant who pronounced the tone incorrectly (i.e. either faithfully decoding the spelling mistake as xL, or with another tone, but in either case without phrase-level meaning) scored 1 error. Figure 8 shows tonal error rates on each of the seven occurrences.

Figure 8: Tonal error rates on the misspelled word /wɔɔ/ *<-wɔɔ ~ wɔɔ> ‘monkey’ in the zero tone and full tone versions of the PANTHER text

The numerous tonal errors on the first occurrence of the word in the full tone version of the text are unlikely to be due to the misspelled tone, because the zero tone version of the text attracted almost as many errors. Thereafter there is an overall decline in both conditions, as shown by the almost parallel trend lines, presumably as readers become familiar with the monkey as the story’s protagonist. Tellingly, in four of the seven cases, the zero tone version of the text attracted fewer tonal errors than the full tone version, suggesting that the spelling mistake was not a major contributor to tonal oral reading errors. What is perhaps more likely is that dialect diversity (see Section 5.1) negatively impacted performance, as the corresponding word in the Man dialect is /klɔ/ <klô> ‘monkey’.
5.7 APPARENTLY NON-MOTIVATED ERRORS

Finally, in numerous locations the reason for the tonal error peak is not easy to detect, and may not be motivated by linguistic factors at all. Two representative word-level examples will suffice to illustrate this, while bearing in mind that such apparently non-motivated tonal reading errors often extend across entire phrases or sentences.

In the Kidnap text, the polysemic postposition <ʹka> /ká/ occurs three times, first expressing an equative meaning, then a transformational meaning, then, in the last sentence of the text, the sociative meaning ‘with’ (Figure 9). In other contexts, the same postposition can have instrumental, locative and temporal functions. The third occurrence of the postposition attracted comparatively few tonal errors, but noticeably more on the full tone text than on the zero tone text. This postposition should be easily recognizable in this context, in spite of its polysemic nature, and we are at a loss to find any credible linguistic motivation for the disturbance.

Figure 9: Tonal error rates on part of the extract ‘you should know the one you’re going to confront’ in the zero tone and full tone versions of the Kidnap text

Similarly, the word <-da> /dȁ/ ‘to come up’ makes a relatively late appearance in the Panther text, but then occurs three times. Each time, it attracted a higher rate of average tonal error peaks per participant on the full tone texts than on the zero tone texts (Figure 10).
Again, we find no reasonable linguistic motivation for this anomaly. It is a relatively frequent word in natural contexts, and it is difficult to imagine how it could be confused with /dà/ <-da> ‘mother-in-law’, its only tonal minimal pair, since the semantic and syntactic contexts are so divergent.
6. ERRORS ON INDIVIDUAL TONES

Before concluding we should explore the data from one more angle, comparing error rates on the inventory of specific, individual tones when orally reading the full tone versions of the four texts. Figure 11 reports the results (the number of occurrences is shown in parentheses).25

Figure 11: Average tonal error rates on individual tones in the full tone versions of the four texts

Three findings about individual tones in Eastern Dan are noteworthy:

1. the orthographic strategy of ‘absence of an accent’ to mark M tone does not attract more tonal error peaks than any other tone symbol;

2. L and xL tones do not attract more tonal error peaks than other tones, in spite their counter-intuitive symbolisation;

3. contour tones do not attract more tonal error peaks than level tones.

Although these findings are all negative, they are nonetheless worth reporting since they respond to points that have been raised by orthography stakeholders. This experimental evidence shows that such concerns have no empirical basis, though of course, stakeholders may still decide to reform these points of the orthography on grounds other than linguistic ones.

25 The texts contained no examples of xH-xL or M-H contours. They did, however, contain four examples of a M-xH contour, which were all occurrences of the same word: [sēe] <see”> ‘citrus fruit’. It would have been impractical to include this contour on the graph, because, as a dialect word (see Table 7, Section 5.1) it attracted many more average tonal errors per participant than any other level tone or contour (0.37).
7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Since the methodology presented in this paper has not been employed very widely elsewhere, it will be useful to briefly assess its merits. First, as a reviewer has noted, we should perhaps have counted self-corrections separately from other kinds of repetition, as they can be considered a reading skill rather than a dysfluency. Second, this study has scored tonal errors on each orthographic TBU. However, given that the phoneme of tone is the tone pattern on the morpheme rather than the individual tone on the TBU (Snider 2018), it might be wiser, especially for languages less monosyllabic than Eastern Dan, to consider scoring morpheme level tone patterns.

We have identified six possible linguistic reasons why Eastern Dan speakers may stumble when orally reading zero tone or full tone texts. It is a language with an unusually high degree of dialect diversity, an exceptionally high number of homophones and tonal minimal pairs, many visually similar words (because of the pervasive monosyllabicity) and systemic under-representation of tone on any words of two or more metric feet. Furthermore, the text, although carefully prepared, contained one frequent spelling mistake involving a tone diacritic.

However, we must conclude with some words of caution. Firstly, this analysis has only been able to predict what the linguistic source of oral reading errors might be; it can make no categorical claims. Secondly, the fact that numerous tonal errors do not appear to be linguistically motivated casts something of a shadow over the entire analysis, because it is possible that at least some of the individual tonal errors classified as having a linguistic cause actually did not. Thirdly, it would be quite wrong if such an intensive focus on linguistic phenomena were to blind us to the possibility that social factors may also be a major, and perhaps even an overriding contributor to reading dysfluencies in Eastern Dan. The poor oral reading performance by most participants in this language must, at least partially, be explained by the disruption caused by the two civil wars. Test participants cannot be expected to read unless they are getting regular exposure to print, and this is not currently the case in the Eastern Dan context. This would go some way to accounting for the large number of tonal reading errors for which we have no linguistic explanation. Finally, it should be borne in mind that the results reported in this paper are valid only for the 1982 orthography which has now been superseded. A similar investigation of tonal errors when orally reading the 2018 orthography would be the obvious next step in Eastern Dan experimental linguistics.
ABBREVIATIONS

C  consonant
CONS consecutive conjunction
EXI existential series of pronominal predicative markers
H  high tone
IMP imperative
INF infinitive
L  low tone
M  mid tone
NSBJ non-subject pronominal series
NTR neutral aspect
PL plural
SBJV subjunctive
SG singular
V  vowel
xH extra-high tone
xL extra-low tone
1, 2, 3 first, second, third person
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